
Introduction to 
Digital Media 2

Review of entire module over 2 lectures!



Wearable Technology
or “Wearables”



The beginnings

• The calculator watch - a 
digital watch with a built 
in calculator, usually 
including buttons on the 
watch face, first 
introduced in the 70s.



Applications of wearable 
computing

• sensory integration, e.g. to help people see better or to help 
people understand the world better

• health care monitoring systems,

• service management,

• Smartphones,

• electronic textiles (e-textiles),

• fashion design.

In many applications, user's skin, hands, voice, eyes, arms as well 
as motion or attention are actively engaged as the physical 

environment.



Categories

• Activity trackers are devices or applications for 
monitoring and tracking fitness-related 
metrics such as distance walked or run, calorie 
consumption, and in some cases heartbeat 
and quality of sleep. 

• Smartwatches are computerized wristwatches 
with functionality that is enhanced beyond 
timekeeping. 

• Smartglasses are a wearable computer that 
adds information to what the wearer sees.



Healthcare applications

Quell’s Band

Electrozyme biosensor…now 

Biolinq

https://www.quellrelief.com/
https://www.quellrelief.com/
http://www.biolinq.me/
http://www.biolinq.me/


Exercise

• Activity trackers

 Quantified Self movement –incorporating technology into data acquisition on 
aspects of a person's daily life in terms of inputs (e.g. food consumed, quality of 
surrounding air), states (e.g. mood, arousal, blood oxygen levels), and 
performance (mental and physical). Also known as lifelogging.



Project Jacquard 
• A new system for weaving technology into fabric, transforming 

everyday objects, like clothes, into interactive surfaces. Project 
Jacquard will allow designers and developers to build connected, 
touch-sensitive textiles into their own products.

https://youtu.be/qObSFfdfe7I
https://youtu.be/qObSFfdfe7I


ATTIRE.ie

• Limerick-based Advanced Technology & 
Textile Inventive Research Events

• Irish Design 2015 funded

http://attire.ie/
http://attire.ie/


Where next?

• The Borg - Fictional alien race 
that appears as recurring 
antagonists in the Star Trek 
franchise. The Borg are a 
collection of species that have 
been turned into cybernetic 
organisms functioning as 
drones in a hive mind called the 
Collective.

• Transhumanism - An intellectual 
movement that aims to 
transform the human condition 
by developing and creating 
widely available technologies to 
greatly enhance human 
intellectual, physical, and 
psychological capacities.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNxPTk9gR54
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNxPTk9gR54


Marshall McLuhan
Media Poet, Confused Academic, Guru?

“we make our tools, and then our tools shape us” 



The Medium is the Message

• McLuhan understood "medium" in a broad 
sense. He identified the light bulb as a clear 
demonstration of the concept of “the 
medium is the message”.

• A light bulb does not have content in the way 
that a newspaper has articles or a television 
has programs, yet it is a medium that has a 
social effect; that is, a light bulb enables 
people to create spaces during night-time 
that would otherwise be enveloped by 
darkness. He describes the light bulb as a 
medium without any content.

• McLuhan states that "a light bulb creates an 
environment by its mere presence."



The Medium is the Message

• McLuhan proposes that a medium itself, not 
the content it carries, should be the focus of 
study. He said that a medium affects the 
society in which it plays a role not only by the 
content delivered over the medium, but also 
by the characteristics of the medium itself.

Question:
Make a list who in society is affected by the 
existence of TVs & TV stations.
1.
2.
3.
4.



Extensions (of Man)
• [For a driver] “attention is fixed on the figure 

rather than the ground, on the wheel rather 
than the huge system of road services 
necessary to maintain the existence of a 
wheel or wheeled vehicles.

With a motorcar, most people are interested in 
changing designs or patterns of the car. They 
pay only marginal attentions to the huge service 
environment of roads, oil companies, filling 
stations, and other allied services of 
manufacturing that are the ground of the car. 
….By not looking at the ground around the 
automobile you miss the message of the car.
For it is the ground of any technology that is the 
medium that changes everybody, and it is the 
medium that is the message of the technology, 
not the figure.” 



McLuhan’s Hot & Cool Media

HOT=High Definition (more data)
LOW in audience participation

Continuous Narrative 
Melody 
Photography 
High Resolution
Lecture 
City slickers 
Explanatory 
Newspapers 
Engrossing 
Radio 
Literacy 
Film 
Paper 
Nuclear threat 
Individualization 
Phonetic Alphabet 
Books 
Industrialized Society

COOL=Low Definition (less data)
HIGH in audience participation

Montage
Tonal Intervals
Mosaic
Low Resolution
Seminar
Rustics
Allusive
Comic Books
Interactive
Television
Conversation
Telephone
Stone Tablets
Cold War
Retribalization
Characters
Icons
So-called "backward countries“

(McLuhan's term)

“Any hot medium allows of less participation than a cool one, as a lecture makes for less 
participation than a seminar, and a book for less than dialogue.”



McLuhan’s Hot  &  Cool Media

We have to see hot and cool media not in terms of 
static definitions but as dynamic concepts that are 
designed to get at the experience and effects of 
how we use media.

Therefore, “hotness” or “coolness” of  a medium is 
not just a function of the nature of the medium 
itself but also the nature of the society into which 
the medium is introduced. 

For McLuhan, the hot versus cool media 
distinction describes effects, not definitions.

A HOT (low) or COLD (high) label is determined by 
the amount of participation needed by the reader 
to extract value, to determine meaning.



Prognoses

• "The computer could become the 
basis of a cottage economy 
again…you could run the biggest 
factory in a kitchen by a 
computer. With telephones, 
telexes, and computers.. 
management and all forms of 
hardware can be centralised. The 
computer, literally, could run the 
world from a cottage…"



From “Being Creative”
to “Design Wisdom”



Being Creative

• What is Creativity?

• What is Creative thinking?

• Can you teach someone to be a Creative Designer?

• How can you best teach someone to be a Creative 
Designer?



Teaching Facts vs. Design

• Teaching Industrial Chemistry is teaching a 
student rules/principals.

• A full grasp enables them to join Industry.

• Creative Art is about expressing yourself.

• Creative Design, whether it’s designing an 
interface, product or service, is designing for 
the use of others, not ourselves.



User-Centred Design

• User-centered design (UCD) is a framework of 
processes (not restricted to interfaces or 
technologies) in which…

• …the needs, wants, and limitations of the  
end-users of a product, service or process are 
given extensive attention at each stage of 
the design process.



User-Centred Design

• Design experts may have some other areas of 
expertise, but only a few…

• So, how can a Designer design the interface for an 
“Intensive Care Heart Monitoring Station”?

• Option 1: Creatively apply best practice in design.

• Option 2: Spend 10 years training & working as an 
Intensive Care Specialist to gain the needed insight.

• Option 3: Apply best practice in design AFTER 
elicitation with Intensive Care Specialists (end-users). 



Problem-Based Learning



Convergent Thinking

• Convergent thinking is the type of thinking that 
focuses on coming up with the single, well-
established answer to a problem. It is oriented 
toward deriving the single best, or most often correct 
answer to a question.

• Convergent thinking emphasizes speed, accuracy, 
and logic and focuses on recognizing the familiar, 
reapplying techniques, and accumulating stored 
information.

• It is most effective in situations where an answer 
readily exists and simply needs to be either recalled 
or worked out through decision making strategies.



Objective?

Are you solving a problem?

Convergent Thinking

Are you creating a solution?

Divergent Thinking



Divergent Thinking

• Divergent thinking is a thought process or method 
used to generate creative ideas by exploring many 
possible solutions.

• Divergent thinking typically occurs in a spontaneous, 
free-flowing, 'non-linear' manner, such that many 
ideas are generated in an emergent cognitive 
fashion.

• Many possible solutions are explored in a short 
amount of time, and unexpected connections are 
drawn. 



Design Studios

• Designers express and explore ideas, generate 
and evaluate alternatives, and ultimately 
make decisions and take action.

• They make external representations (drawings 
and three-dimensional models) and reason 
with these representations to inquire, analyze, 
and test hypotheses about the designs they 
represent.



Wicked Problems

• So why is teaching creative design so difficult?

• Design problems can be regarded, not as well-
defined problems, even as ill-defined 
problems, but wicked problems!

• In a design project, it is often not-at-all clear 
what “the problem” is; it may have been only 
loosely defined by the client, many constraints 
and criteria may be un-defined, and goals may 
be re-defined during the project.



The Problem with Logic
WHAT? + HOW? Leads to… RESULT

INDUCTION YES + ??? leads to… RESULT

DEDUCTION YES + YES leads to… ???

• In Induction, we know the ‘what’ and have 
observable results. For scientists, working principles 
can be created that would explain the ‘how’.

• In Deduction, we know the ‘what’ and the ‘how’, 
allowing for predictable results. For example, if we 
understand how stars in the sky move, we can 
predict their movements.



The Problem with Logic
WHAT? + HOW? Leads to… RESULT

ABDUCTION-1 ??? + YES leads to… RESULT

ABDUCTION-2 ??? + ??? leads to… RESULT

• In Abduction-1, we have a desired result and a set of 
working principles, and have to create a ‘what’ (an 
object, a service, a system) that will produce the 
desired result/solution.

• In Abduction-2, we have a desired result but no 
working principles, and have yet to create a ‘what’ 
that will produce the desired result/solution.



Reframing the problem…

Problem: Occupants of a multi-storey office 
building in New York complain about the poor 
elevator service provided in the building. 
Waiting times for elevators at peak hours, they 
said, were excessively long. 

A study revealed that because of the age of the 
building no engineering solution could be 
justified economically. The engineers said that 
management would just have to live with the 
problem permanently.



Reframing the problem…

Solution: Their designer focused on the fact that 
people complained about waiting only a few 
minutes, a very short time.

The complaints were a consequence of 
boredom.

So, they installed mirrors in the elevator 
boarding areas so that those waiting could look 
at each other or themselves without appearing 
to do so. 

The complaints about waiting stopped.



Design Wisdom

• Learning is the act of acquiring new, (or 
modifying and reinforcing existing), knowledge, 
behaviours, skills, values, or preferences.

• Knowledge is an understanding of someone or 
something, such as facts, information, 
descriptions, or skills, acquired through 
experience or education.

• Wisdom is the application of that knowledge.



Speculative Design 

Design Fiction



Speculative Design 

• Design fiction is a type of speculative design 
(which itself is a relative of critical design).

• All of these related approaches use design in 
order to explore and critique future 
possibilities. 

• Critique is not necessarily negative; it can also 
be a gentle refusal, a turning away from what 
exists, a longing, wishful thinking, a desire. 



Speculative Design 

• “…something that creates a story world, has 
something being prototyped within that story 
world, does so in order to create a discursive 
space…“

• This definition reflects the diverse media used 
to create design fiction and the breadth of 
concepts that are prototyped in the design 
fiction worlds. 



In When We Live to 150
by Jaemin Paik

• “How would family life change if we all lived to 
one-hundred and fifty or beyond?” With up to 
six generations living together and the 
possibility of huge age gaps between siblings, 
the traditional model of the family would 
change dramatically, perhaps even becoming 
financially unsustainable due to the burden of 
its large membership. 





Speculative Design 

• There are no solutions in these projects or 
even answers, just questions, thoughts, ideas, 
and possibilities, all expressed through the 
language of design.

• They probe our beliefs and values, challenge 
our assumptions and encourage us to imagine 
how what we call nature could be different.

• They help us see that the way things are now 
is just one possibility and not necessarily the 
best one. 



Critical Design

• Critical design might borrow heavily from art’s 
methods and approaches but that is it. We 
expect art to be shocking and extreme. Critical 
design needs to be closer to the everyday; 
that’s where its power to disturb lies.

• A critical design should be demanding, 
challenging, and if it is going to raise 
awareness, do so for issues that are not 
already well known. 



Design Fiction

• They are closer to literature than social 
science, emphasize imagination over 
practicality, and ask questions rather than 
provide answers.

• The project’s value is not what it achieves or 
does but how it makes people feel, especially 
if it encourages people to question, in an 
imaginative, troubling, and thoughtful way, 
everydayness and how things could be 
different. 



Innovation & Inventors



Thomas Edison

• “My principal business consists of giving commercial value to the brilliant, 
but misdirected, ideas of others.... Accordingly, I never pick up an item 
without thinking of how I might improve it.”

• When a technology becomes useful to millions, it can be worth millions.

• Telegraphy
• Telephony
• Phonograph
• Light bulb
• Electric Power Distribution
• Electric Generator
• Motion Picture Camera
• Fluoroscopy (x-rays)
• and lots more…



Sieur Freminet

In 1772, Sieur invented a 
‘rebreather’, recycling air 
from a nearby diving bell.



Sieur Freminet



Henry Fleuss

In 1876, Henry Fleuss
invented a closed 
circuit, oxygen 
rebreather.



Henry Fleuss



Jacques Cousteau & Emile Gagnan 

By 1943, Jacques 
Cousteau & Emile 
Gagnan had invented
the modern demand 
regulator, and were 
selling it as the
AQUA-LUNG.



SCUBA
Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus





Wireless Communication

• Her day job was…

Movie Star

• “Any girl can be glamorous. All you have to do 
is stand still and look stupid.”

Hedy Lamarr

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hYN27_JDDMU


Wireless Communication

• Her insight was that you could protect 
wireless communication from being jammed 
by continually varying the frequency at which 
radio signals were transmitted.

• Power Spectral Density meant the signal 
would be virtually undetectable. 

• Even if it was detected, as the channel would 
be switched unpredictably, the enemy 
wouldn't know which bands to block. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spectral_density#Power_spectral_density


That time I invented Wi-Fi. In 1941…

Today, FHSS is why mobile 
phone conversations don’t 
criss-cross and how other 
wireless devices, like 
Bluetooth, can adapt their 
transmission protocols when 
used near each other.

All because an inventor saw
a need, and tried to fill it.

As new technologies were 
developed, the principals
that she discovered found
new relevance and application. 



The Digital Camera



The Digital Camera



The Digital Camera



2 millionaires, and someone else



What will you do?

• As Media Producers, you will be presented 
with challenges.

• To solve them, by presenting solutions, you 
need to be creative.

• Remember that…

Genius is 1% inspiration and…
99% perspiration



Human-Computer Interaction

from Human Factors to Interaction Design



What is HCI?

• Human-computer interaction is a discipline 
concerned with the design, evaluation and 
implementation of interactive computing 
systems for human use and with the study of 
major phenomena surrounding them. 



Problems with HCI

• “The theory of human cognition is now and 
may forever be too weak to be the main 
engine driving HCI.”

Landauer, Let’s Get Real (1991)

• “…nobody’s got any idea. We’re just poking at 
things with sticks.”  

Cosima, Orphan Black (2014)



Participatory Design 

• …where the people destined to use the system play a crucial 
role in designing it.

The Scandinavian Approach…1970’s 

• Explicit concern with democratization
• Importance of labour process 
• Need for mock-ups, prototypes 
• Mutual learning required 
• Methods for understanding work (Future Workshops, etc.) 
• Cooperative Design (1990’s) 



From Human Factors to Human Actors 
(Liam Bannon, 1991)

"Within the Human Factor approach, the human is 
often reduced to being another system component, 
with certain characteristics, such as limited 
attention span, faulty memory, etc. that need to be 
factored into the design equation for the overall 
human - machine system…
By using the term "human actors“ emphasis is 
placed on the person as an autonomous agent that 
has the capacity to regulate and coordinate his or 
her behaviour, rather than simply being a passive 
element in a human-machine system.
This change in terminology may help in
adjusting one's perspective,..."



User Interface

• The user interface (or Human Machine Interface) is
the aggregate of means by which people (the users)
interact with a particular machine, device, computer
program or other complex tool (the system).

• The user interface provides means of:
– Input, allowing the users to manipulate a system
– Output, allowing the system to produce the

effects of the users' manipulation.

• UI Development 
• UI Design
• UI Evaluation



Usability
• Usability is a term used to denote the ease with 

which people can employ a particular tool or other 
human-made object in order to achieve a particular 
goal. 

• Usability can also refer to the methods of measuring 
usability and the study of the principles behind an 
object's perceived efficiency or elegance. 

• In human-computer interaction and computer 
science, usability usually refers to the elegance and 
clarity with which the interaction with a computer 
program or a web site is designed. 

• It can also refer to the efficient design of mechanical 
objects such as a door handle or a hammer. 



Learning in the Digital Era



In Olden Times…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hPCFI1-LWY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hPCFI1-LWY


The Printing Press changed everything



University was a privilege…

If you weren’t male & wealthy…
• Sophia Jex-Blake & The Edinburgh Seven

In 1869, she campaigned for the right to study medicine.

• Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, studied at Cambridge, who did not 
grant degrees to women until... 

…1948

At Harvard, wrote "undoubtedly the most brilliant Ph.D. thesis 
ever written in astronomy“

Is University still a privilege?



Computers came along…

Moving the classroom online 

• Computer-Assisted Learning - CAL 

• Learning Management Systems: Moodle, Sakai

•

• Content Management Systems (Joomla, 
Drupal, WordPress)



Format 

• What is wrong with the lecture-based format ? 
The vessel metaphor vs. the ignition metaphor

• Socrates: “Education is the kindling of a flame, 
not the filling of a vessel”

• Mark Twain: "College is a place where a 
professor's lecture notes go straight to the 
students' lecture notes, without passing through 
the brains of either."



Learning

Lifelong Learning is the "ongoing, voluntary, 
and self-motivated" pursuit of knowledge for 
either personal or professional reasons.

What do YOU want to learn?



The Sharing Economy

Introduction to Digital Media 2016



Definition

• Rachel Botsman (Collective Lab) & Roo Rogers 
(2010) ‘What’s mine is yours- the rise of 
collaborative consumption’



Why sharing?

• Recession

• Too much waste

• Too much stuff we don’t use

• Too much choice and disconnect with happiness

• Social Local Mobile Revolution

(Loic LeMeur(2013)The Sharing Economy, 
http://www.slideshare.net/loiclemeur/sharing-
economyforslideshare-20131145)

http://www.slideshare.net/loiclemeur/sharing-economyforslideshare-20131145


What would one share?

• Stuff that we don’t need anymore

• Tools that we own

• Food that we are throwing away

• Transportation means (bikes, cars, parking)

• Space we are not using

• Knowledge and skills we have



Incredible Edible: Taking Food from 
Strangers?

TED TALK: Pam Warhurst- How we can eat our landscapes, 

https://youtu.be/vqhx4Etdvr0

https://youtu.be/vqhx4Etdvr0


Using Online Portfolios 
& Social Media channels 

to build your 
professional profile



1.The role of a portfolio

Definition:

“a collection of authentic and diverse evidence, drawn from a 
larger archive representing what a person or organization has 
learned over time on which the person or organization has 
reflected, and designed for presentation to one or more 
audiences for a particular rhetorical purpose.” 

E-portfolios are both demonstrations of the user's abilities and 
platforms for self-expression, and, if they are online, they can 
be maintained dynamically over time. Some e-portfolio 
applications permit varying degrees of audience access, so the 
same portfolio might be used for multiple purposes. “



What would Google expose 
to a potential employer?!

Searching for your own digital traces on the web- a must!

• Do you blog?

• Do you tweet?

• Do you have your own domain/website?

• Are you on Facebook?

• Have you a LinkedIn profile?

• Are you on Plaxo, Xing? Academia.edu anyone?

• Scribd? Slideshare? YouTube? Soundscape?

• Flickr, Diigo, CiteULike

• How are they connected? Are they connected at all? 



5.Using Social Media channels ineffectively



Branding

• Try to use the same name and profile picture 
everywhere

• Don’t join unless you’re planning to use it!

• Decide what’s your favourite channel and make 
content flow through it (this might change over 
time!)

• You can’t be everywhere, 24/7 

• Be good at one thing at the time!

• Network, network, network!



A fond farewell to

Digital Media Design,
Music, Media & Performance Tech, 

New Media & English
& Everyone else.

See you all at the exam!


